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A - Records and Manuscripts

Records

(i) Foreign Department Records:
Original Consultations and Proceedings:
Political Series: 1798-1869.
Political Letters from and to the Court of Directors
Political Despatches from and to the Secretary of State

(ii) Hyderabad Residency Records:
Vols. 24, 33, 35-6, 40, 56, 76-82, 84, 89-91, 94, 98,
102-3, 110, 126, 140, 190-1, 232, 259, 329, 392, 403,
417, 469, 489-90, 494, 501, 505, 507, 512, 550-3, 555,
561, 570-7, 595, 618, 632-3, 644-5, 649, 668, 681,
733, 752. These volumes, however, are incomplete
containing in many instances only the agents' letters
but no replies. Indexes to them are equally defective.
The Court of Directors themselves expressed
dissatisfaction that full record was not maintained.
Almost all the material is duplicated in (i) above
but the records are useful as a control. Both (i) and
(ii) are at the National Archives of India, New Delhi.

(iii) Surapur Accounts:
There are about 120 bundles at State Central Archives,
Hyderabad. Before Capt. Taylor took charge the
accounts appear to have been maintained on loose slips
of paper. Most of Surapur daftar was destroyed or dispersed in 1858. The above are the few surviving bundles but they make little sense without accompanying correspondence.

(iv) Durbar Records:
In the custody of the present descendants Rajas Pid and Venkatappa Naik, at Surapur. These are stray documents, mostly in Marathi in modi script, in Persian and in Urdu and relate to 18th century Surapur. They contain correspondence, firmans, copies of sanads and parwana and similar State papers.

Manuscripts

State Central Archives, Hyderabad: Diary of the Principal Collectors Division of the Ceded Districts,

Kapatral, Krishnarao: History of Surapur compiled by the author on the basis of original material. It is in Kannada, and arrangements for publication are in progress. Though the author has brought his story upto 1861 he has not consulted original English records. For the earlier history of Surapur dynasty,
however, it is most valuable based as it is on considerable research in indigenous materials over a number of years.

Purushakari, Keshavayya: Chronicle of Surapur in verse (in Bhamini Shatpadi metre). It is in Kannada and in the possession of Kakkeri Venkatrao Kulkarni.


B - Published Documents and Sources

English

Sources of Vijayanagar History, 1919.


Next to the official correspondence this is the best available source for a major portion of Taylor's first administration of Surapur. Henry Reeve was a cousin with whom Taylor had an intimate friendship. Reeve wrote the preface to the first edition of Taylor's autobiography published in 1877. The letters written in racy, colloquial style, in sharp contrast with the ponderous idiom of the official correspondence or the pontifical air of the autobiography, make most interesting reading. They are, however, full of Taylor's opinions on many other subjects besides Surapur and cover the period 1840-49 only. Although ably edited the editor does not mention anything about their present custody.
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Despatches, Minutes and Correspondence of the Marquess Wellesley during his administration in India, 5 vols., 1836-7.
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